Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas Shows His True Colors
His Past Actions and Desire to Destroy Israel

"We won't accept any city other than Jerusalem as our capital. The responsibility for defending and restoring Jerusalem and purifying its holy sites is not that of the Palestinians alone, but the entire Arab, Islamic and Christian nation. There will be no peace without Jerusalem. There will be no Palestinian state without Jerusalem. There will be no security and stability without Jerusalem. 'Peace and settlements won't meet. If they are thinking of settlements, there won't be peace. This land belongs to us and they must uproot their settlements in order to achieve peace.'"

— The Jerusalem Post June 5, 2013

Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas has managed to fool a lot of people for a very long time. He has managed to fool Congress into giving billions of American taxpayers’ dollars to his terrorist regime. He has managed to fool the White House into providing deadly weapons and advanced training to his terrorist army. He has managed to fool peace-loving Israelis into believing that he wants to peacefully co-exist with the Jewish state of Israel who has given him control over large areas of territory. He has managed to fool much of the media with his talk of peace in English and they have passed him off to the world as a “moderate.” Perhaps most importantly, he fooled the majority of member-nations at the United Nations who voted to recognize a nation of “Palestine.” All of this despite the fact that his term as president ended in 2009; despite the fact that he is a Holocaust denier; despite promoting hatred and murder of Jews and Israelis.

But the usually careful Abbas has let his guard down and revealed his true feelings in an interview with a Jordanian newspaper in 2008:

“At this present juncture, I am opposed to the armed struggle because we can’t succeed in it, but maybe in the future things will be different.”

“I had the honor of firing the first shot in 1965 and of being the one who taught resistance to many in the region and around the world: what it's like; when it is effective and when it isn't effective; its uses, and what serious, authentic and influential resistance is.”

“We (Fatah) had the honor of leading the resistance and we taught resistance to everyone, including Hizbullah, who trained in our military camps.”

Why is the United States funding this terrorist? Why are President Obama and Secretary of State Kerry demanding that Israel give up its G-d-given land to this Holocaust-denying butcher and his murderous army? Why is America arming him to the teeth and training his forces who are determined to kill every last Jew? Israel and the Jewish people have a legitimate legal right to all of the land.

Is this any way to treat an ally and our close friend, Israel, the only democratic country in the Middle East?

Call the White House 202-456-1111 and demand that President Obama and Secretary Kerry stop forcing Israel to commit suicide. If the Palestinians really want peace, they will elect peaceful leaders, not the terrorist Abbas and not the murderous Hamas.

To learn more about helping our ally Israel, contact the Philadelphia ZOA at 610-660-9466 or office@zoaphilly.org